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IN: Which diagram is more accurate to show how 

living things are related to each other. Explain.                 

    (A,B,C,D are different species.) 

• Diagram A • Diagram B 

A       B      C      D 

The evidence for 

evolution shows 

that all organisms, 

past and present, 

share common 

ancestry.  Evolution 

implies that change 

has taken place over 

time. 

Evolution 
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Science vs. Religion 
• Science is based on  

OBSERVABLE 

evidence.  

• Religion is                       

based on FAITH.  

– By definition, faith is 

something that is not 

observable.  

• Since they are two 

different “fields,” they 

are not competing 

with each other. 

 

Complete the Evolution Pretest 

quietly on your own.  

1. Charles Darwin developed the theory 

of evolution. 

 
• FALSE 

• Theory of evolution existed before Darwin. 

• Darwin described the Theory of Evolution 

by Natural Selection which explains how 

evolution can occur. 

 

2. Individuals can adapt to their 

environment if the need arises. 

 • FALSE 

• Living things either ARE or ARE NOT 

adapted to their environment.  

• They cannot change during their lifetime. 

They either live or die based on the traits 

they are born with.  
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3. Biologists "believe" in evolution. 

 • FALSE 

• Science is not based on belief or faith, it is 

based on observation and evidence. . 

• Scientists accept the theory of evolution. 

 

4. Humans did not come from 

chimpanzees. 

 
• TRUE 

• Evolution shows that humans and chimps 

have come from the same common 

ancestor millions of years ago, not that 

humans were once chimpanzees.   

 

5. Evolution is just a theory. 

 • FALSE 

• Saying that it is "just" a theory implies that 

it is a guess, or that it is not well 

supported.  

• There is much evidence to support the 

theory of evolution. 

• There is direct observation of species 

changing such as bacteria. 

6. Only atheists accept the Theory of 

Evolution. 

 
• FALSE 

• The majority of scientists across the world 

are part of many different religions.  They 

do not find it incompatible with their faith.   

• Evolution has been accepted by all of the 

major world religions. 

 

7. Evolution is a process that 

explains the origin of life. 

 
• FALSE 

• The study of Evolution does not include 

the origins of life, it only explains how 

populations of organisms have changed 

over very long periods of time. 

• It doesn’t matter how you believe life began 

when you discuss evolution. 

 

8. You can observe evolution 

happening. 

• TRUE! 

• We witness it all the time! Some 

organisms reproduce quickly, like bacteria. 

• Changes in species can be directly 

observed, such as resistance to 

antibiotics. 
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9.  Evolution is primarily concerned 

with the origin of humans. 

 
• FALSE 

• Evolution is the study of how mutations 

and changes in one’s environment allow 

certain organisms in any population to 

survive better than others and pass on 

their traits. 

10. There is no evidence to support 

that dinosaurs lived with humans. 

 
• TRUE 

• There is no evidence that suggests 

humans and dinosaurs lived at the same 

time. 

• Except these guys… 

 

11. Scientists regularly debate that 

evolution occurs. 

 • FALSE 

• Scientists debate elements of evolution, 

like relationships between organisms and 

fossils.  

• The only place the evolution debate 

happens is in the social setting. 

 

12. The theory of evolution has been 

tested many times and has always 

been supported by evidence. 

 
• TRUE 

• Empirical evidence – information 

acquired through observation or 

experimentation. 

• Evidence for evolution can be found in 

multiple scientific fields which we will 

discuss. 

13. There are no transitional fossils. 
(fossils showing intermediate species) 

 
• FALSE 

• Museums are filled with fossils that show 

intermediate species. 

 

14. Radioactive dating is not 

accurate, therefore the age of the 

earth cannot be determined. 

 
• FALSE 

• Radioactive dating gives us a general idea 

of numerical age, such as if the specimen 

is 5,000,000 yrs old as apposed to 5,000. 
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15. Science teachers should teach 

“both sides” of the topic. 
• FALSE 

• Evolution is not a debate – it is science 

which uses claims and evidence. 

• There are not "two sides" to be compared 

given the wide variety of religious views 

about creation.  

16. Theories in science are well 

established; aspects of theories can 

change if and when new evidence is 

overwhelming. 

• TRUE 

• Theories in science are well established 

because there is a wealth of evidence, 

data, and observations to support what the 

theory explains. 

• Addition of new information is how 

theories can change, however change in a 

scientific theory is very rare. 

17. Evolution is like a climbing 

ladder; organisms are always 

getting better and more complex. 

• FALSE 

• Some organisms like sharks, fungi, and 
mosses have changed little over the past 100 
million years.  

• Dinosaurs resided on earth for over 150 
millions, but are no longer here. What is 
“better” at one time does not mean “better” at 
another time! 

• We don’t need our appendix, but we still have 
it. 

18. Organisms that look similar do 

not have to be related. 

• TRUE 

• Just because two organisms have 

developed a similar trait, it does not 

necessarily mean that they are closely 

related.  

• Birds and bats both have wings to fly. 

However, they evolved independently of 

each other. 

 

19. Mutations can have beneficial 

effects; this may cause evolution. 

• TRUE 

• Some mutations can be harmful, but some 

are beneficial. 

• Mutation can create an adaptation that 

makes an organism better suited to its 

environment.  

• This may allow it to live longer, reproduce, 

and pass on the mutation. 

20. Extinction is a natural 

process. 
• TRUE 

• Extinctions occur “often” in evolutionary 

history. Scientists estimate that more than 

90% of the species that have lived on 

earth are probably extinct.  
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I. What is evolution? 

A. Species change over time. 

B. Scientific theory that explains the appearance 

of new varieties of living things in the past and in 

the present. 

C. Evolution explains that living things share 

common  ancestors. 

a. We can draw a tree of life to show how 

species are related. 

b. As one species gives rise to another the tree of 

life grows. 

 

 

D. Accounts for the striking patterns of 

similarities and differences among living things 

over time and across habitats. 

E. Refers to the changes in a population 

or species; Individual organisms do not                                          

evolve. 

II. Evolution: Some History 
A. Charles Darwin (1809-1882) 

a. Naturalist on the HMS 
Beagle 

b. Made observations           
of finches on different 
Galapagos Islands 
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B. Darwin’s Big Ideas 

a. Descent with 
Modification = traits 
that allow organisms to 
reproduce become more 
common in a population 

b. Natural Selection = the 
mechanism that drives 
species to change 

c. Darwin published  

The Origin of Species        

1859 ….. Started 1844! 

 

Reconstructing Fossils 
You and the members of your team will play the 

roles of paleontologists working in the field. You are 

at a limestone quarry in Germany in the year 1826. 

One clear crisp afternoon in October, you find well-

preserved and complete fossil bones.  

What is a 

paleontologist? 
A scientist who studies the fossils 

of animals and plants. They  learn 

about the forms of life that existed 

in former geologic periods by 

studying fossils.  

After activity…. 

The bones are shown as they were found 

in a limestone quarry in Germany in the 

year 1826. Most of the bones are 

unbroken. A few bones have changed 

orientation in the skeleton since the 

animal’s death. A rib has moved away 

from the animal’s ribcage to become 

fossilized underneath the head.  

• Imagine looking up to see a fur-covered 

creature gliding through the air on wings longer 

than those of a small airplane. This creature is a 

pteranodon from the Cretaceous period.  It 

soared from cliffs on its sail-like wings. The 

pteranodon belonged to a group of animals 

called pterosaurs, which means flying lizard. 

The giant pteranodons shared the skies with 

many smaller-winged pterosaurs. One such 

pterosaur, Scaphognathus crassirostris, was 

about the size of a large bat. The animal’s 

name is actually a description of its distinctive 

head: Scaphognathus means “boat-shaped jaw; 

crassirostris means “large beak.” 

 

III. Evidence of Evolution from Fossils 

A. Remains or traces of 

an organism that lived 

long ago 

B. Types: Imprints, molds 

(impressions), casts 

(filled impression), tracks, 

hard parts, actual remains. 

http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/d/dd/Pteranodon_hharder.jpg/350px-Pteranodon_hharder.jpg&imgrefurl=http://da.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flyve%C3%B8gler&h=220&w=350&sz=19&hl=en&start=3&tbnid=2qgrxjLJQEOC5M:&tbnh=75&tbnw=120&prev=/images?q%3Dscaphognathus%2Bcrassirostris%26gbv%3D2%26ndsp%3D20%26hl%3Den%26sa%3DN
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C. Dating Fossils 

a. Absolute Dating- measure 

radioactive isotopes 

(elements) in rocks that 

decay 

b. Relative Dating 

1. Sediments are laid down 

in strata (layers) 

2. Lowest layers are oldest 

3. A fossil's position in 

undisturbed rock gives 

its age relative to other 

fossils. 

 

D. The Fossil Record 

a. Creates the Geologic 

Time Scale 

b. Oldest fossils found 

are 3.5 billion years old 

and are prokaryotic 

cells (bacteria). 

c. Fossils show the 

earth's changes 
(organisms, climate, 

environment) and 

common ancestry 

E. Index Fossil  

a. Unique fossil that lived during a specific time 

b. Specific index fossils for every time period help date 

 other fossils 

   Trilobites lived 750 million 
years ago 

Used to 

define 

and 

identify 

geologic 

periods 

F. Transitional Fossils 

a. Give clues to transitional species  

b. Transitional species show how organisms 

gradually change over time  
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What is evolution? OUT: Complete                                           

Paleontology – The Fossil Record 


